
Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 1_ Virtual Reality vs. Augmented Reality 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 prime a typical; main  主要的 

2 remotely a from a distance  偏僻地 

3 virtual a existing on computers  （透過電腦）虛擬的 

4 manipulate v to control something skillfully  操縱 

5 mounted a installed or attached to something  架好的 

6 coin v to create a new term or expression  
創造（新詞或新的表達

方式） 

7 overlay v to cover one thing with something else  蓋上，塗上 

8 overlap v 
to have some similarities or things in 

common  

互相重疊 

9 interchangeably ad 
in a way that can be switched or changed 

easily  

可互換地 

10 gear n 
equipment or accessories for a specific 

purpose  

裝備，用具 

11 pioneer v be the first to do, invent, or use something  做先鋒，當開拓者 

12 augment v 
to make something greater by adding to it; 

to increase 

提高；加強 

13 immersive a 
making the audience feel completely 

involved in something 

身臨其境的 

14 interact v 
to act with someone or something else, 

each affecting the other ’s next action 

互相影響 

15 field n 

an academic or professional area of 

interest, such as a doctor in the medical 

field 

領域 

16 patent v 
to get a legal right to be the only person 

or company that sells a particular product  

專利權 

17 mural n a large picture painted on a wall  壁畫 

18 imply  v 
to suggest something without saying it 

directly  

暗指，暗示 

19 fun and games  exp enjoyable activities that are not serious  有趣，好玩 

20 firsthand  ad  based on actual experience; directly  第一手地；直接地 

  



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 2_ Eye Makeup in Ancient Civilizations 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 vessel n an object used as a container  器皿；容器 

2 anthropologist n a scientist who studies humans  人類學家 

3 bestow v to give someone something  贈予；給予 

4 prominent a highly noticeable; well-known  著名的 

5 drastic a extreme and sudden in effect or action  嚴厲的，猛烈的 

6 gaze at phr v to look at for a long time out of curiosity  注視 

7 element n a specific part of a situation or activity  部分；要素 

8 glance n 
the act of looking at something for a 

moment  

迅速地看一眼 

9 afflict v 
to affect someone badly and to make 

that person suffer 

使痛苦 

10 hieroglyphic n 
a writing system that uses pictures 

instead of words 

象形文字 

11 covet v 
to want something that you do not own 

very much 

渴望 

12 curse n 
magical words that are thought to cause 

harm or bad luck 

詛咒 

13 ward off phr v 

to prevent something negative from 

happening or occurring; to defend 

against 

阻止 

14 uncover v 
to find or discover something that was 

hidden for a long time 

揭露 

15 compound n 
a substance made up of many different 

ingredients or materials 

混合物 

16 folklore  n traditional stories and culture  民間傳說 

17 decorative  a 
intended to make someone or something 

look more attractive  

裝飾性的 

18 exaggerate  v 
to make something seem larger, better, or 

worse than it really is  

誇大 

19 derive from  phr v to be made from; to come from  源自 

20 unintentionally  ad not planned; inadvertently  無意地 

 

 

  



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 3_ The Continuing Problem of Slavery 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 predominant a most noticeable; prime  占絕大多數的 

2 will n desire or agreement  意願 

3 assemble v to gather people  集合 

4 enslave v to make someone a slave  奴役 

5 persist v to continue to exist  持續 

6 lax a not strict or careful about rules  馬虎的 

7 labor-intensive a needing a lot of work or workers  勞動密集型的 

8 sanction v to officially permit or approve  批准 

9 outlaw v 
to make something against the law; to 

prohibit  

使成為非法；禁止 

10 bonded a 
obligated by a debt to serve without 

wages  

債券的 

11 trafficking n 
the act of buying and selling something 

illegally  

非法交易 

12 Enforcement n 
the act of making sure that people follow 

rules or laws 

執法 

13 quarrying n 
the business or activity of digging stones 

out of the ground 

採石 

14 clamp down on phr v 
to take action to stop an activity or the 

people doing an activity 

嚴禁；強行限制 

15 grassroots n  
the lowest level of organization, usually 

involving common people 

基層民眾 

16 proportion  n a part of a group or a whole  部分 

17 domestic  a relating to the home and family  家庭的 

18 enact  v to put something into practice  實行，實施 

19 once and for all exp now and for the last time; completely  徹底了結地；一勞永逸

地 

20 donate  v 
to give money, food, etc. to a person or 

organization  

捐贈 

 

  



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 4_ Urbanization and Its Results 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 real estate n land or buildings 房地產 

2 transformation n a massive change  徹底改觀；大變樣 

3 foremost a main or most important  最重要的 

4 untold a too many to count; uncountable  無數的 

5 resident n a person living in a place  居民 

6 demographic a related to population patterns 人口的 

7 well-off a having plenty of money; wealthy  富有的 

8 enterprise n a business or similar organization  公司，企業 

9 array n a large group or variety of things  一系列，大量 

10 accommodate v to provide room for someone to stay  為…提供住宿 

11 undertaking n an important or challenging job or task  工作；任務 

12 influx n 
the arrival of a large number of people or 

things 

湧進；匯集 

13 tenement n 
a large building divided into apartments 

for the urban poor 

公寓大樓 

14 accompany v 
to happen or appear at the same time as 

something 

和…一起發生 

15 
price someone 

out of the market  
phr v  

to make a price too high for certain 

groups of people to afford  

漫天要價致使自己失去市

場 

16 designate  v 
to give something or someone a 

particular name or title  

選定；委派 

17 fabulous  a extremely good; superb 絕佳的 

18 professional  n 
people who do a job that requires a lot 

of skill and training  

專業的 

19 a great deal of  exp very many or much; a lot of 大量 

20 classic  a typical or common  典型的 

 

  



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 5_ Why Businesses Offer Free Samples 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 complimentary a given for free  免費贈送的 

2 initially ad from the start; at first  起初 

3 presumably ad probably or apparently  大概 

4 boost v to increase; to enhance  改善；提高 

5 top dollar exp a very high price  所費不菲 

6 hold on to phr v to continue believing something  堅持 

7 freebie n something given away at no cost  贈品 

8 awareness n the state of knowing about something  意識 

9 obliged a feeling that you must do something  必須做某事 

10 hand out phr v to give out or distribute something  分發 

11 generosity n 
the act of treating someone well; 

kindness  

慷慨 

12 associate v 
to think of one thing along with 

something else  

把…聯繫在一起 

13 logic n 
the correct or proper way to think about 

something 

邏輯思維 

14 compel v 
to cause people to do something; to 

motivate them 

激起，引發 

15 reciprocate v 
to do something for someone who has 

done something for you 

回報，報答 

16 try out phr v 
to test something to see if it is good or 

effective  

試用 

17 perception  n 
what you think about someone or 

something; a belief  

見解，看法 

18 the case  n the true situation  實例 

19 purchase  n something you buy  購買物 

20 lifelong  a lasting for a person’s entire life 終身的 

 

  



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 6_ The Chinese Terracotta Warriors 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 edifice n a large building or structure 宏偉建築 

2 lifelike a looking similar to a living creature  逼真的 

3 fashion v to make something using one’s hands  手工製作 

4 iris b the colored, round part of the eye  虹膜 

5 generic a relating to a whole group of things; common  普通的 

6 hollow a empty on the inside; having only an outside  空心的 

7 pupil n the black, round area in the center of the eye  瞳孔 

8 stand guard phr v 
to stand in a position to watch and protect 

someone or something 

看守 

9 adhesive a 
being sticky and able to hold other things 

together 

有黏性的 

10 replicate v 
to remake or reproduce something with great 

accuracy 

複製 

11 mausoleum n 
a building in which the bodies of dead people 

are buried 

陵墓 

12 armor n 
a piece of clothing made from metal to protect 

against attacks 

盔甲 

13 torso n 
the main part of the human body without the 

head, arms, or legs 

（人體的）軀幹 

14 abundance n 
the state of being larger or more than needed 

in size, amount, etc. 

大量；充足 

15 stylize v 
to make something look like a pattern or type 

rather than appear natural 

樣式化的 

16 credit A with B  phr v  
to believe that someone is responsible for a 

particular achievement  

將…歸功於 

17 warring  a fighting with each other  交戰的 

18 sophisticated  a highly developed and advanced   精密的；高級的 

19 wind   v to turn or twist something around some else  繞；使捲繞 

20 
contribute to 

something  
phr v  to help make or do something  

促成；導致 

 

  



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 7_ Terrorism, the New World War 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 absent a not present; not existing  缺席的 

2 initiate v to start or begin a process  開始 

3 justify v to give reasons to explain something  是…的正當理由 

4 fragmented a broken into many pieces or groups  支離破碎的 

5 hijack v to take control of or steal a moving vehicle  劫持（車輛） 

6 fulfill v to do something required or necessary  履行，執行 

7 instill v 
to gradually cause someone to have a 

feeling or attitude 

逐漸灌輸 

8 respectively ad 
in the same order as the people or things 

mentioned 

分別地 

9 detain v 
to keep someone in a place, usually for 

questioning by the police 

拘留；使留下 

10 altruism n 
a desire to help others without the hope of 

personal benefit 

無私 

11 ideological a 
relating to a set of beliefs or ideas based 

on political attitude 

意識形態上的 

12 indiscriminate a 
affecting or harming many people without 

care or consideration 

任意而為的 

13 warrant n 
a document given by a court to give the 

police power to do something 

（由法官或官員簽署的）

令狀 

14 alienated a 
referring to a person who feels he or she 

does not belong in a society 

感覺疏遠的 

15 self-righteous a 
having a strong belief that your opinions 

are right and others are wrong 

自以爲是的 

16 carry out  phr v to do something; to perform   執行 

17 claim  v to cause someone’s death  奪去…的生命 

18 recruit v 
to persuade or encourage people to join a 

group  

招聘，吸收 

19 do good  exp  to do something that helps other people  做人有利的事情 

20 suspected  a believed to be guilty  可疑的 

 

  



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 8_ What IQ and EQ Tests Actually Determine 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 rationale n reasons for something  根本原因 

2 hypothetical a not real but imaginary  假設的 

3 spawn v to create another similar thing  造成;引發 

4 administer v 
to manage or organize something; to 

execute  

管理；治理 

5 skew v 
to make something favor one group or 

result  

歪曲 

6 invalid a 
not correct or proper due to a flaw or 

error  

無根據的 

7 prevalence n 
the state of being widely accepted or 

popular  

流行 

8 constitute v 
to make up something; to comprise 

something  

組成 

9 allot v 
to give out something for others to use 

or have  

分配；分派 

10 quotient n 
the degree of a characteristic in 

someone or something 

程度 

11 assume v 
to believe something to be true without 

direct proof 

假定 

12 render v 
to cause something to be in a particular 

condition or state 

使成為 

13 consensus n 
an idea that all the people in a group 

agree with; agreement 

一致的意見；共識 

14 methodology n 
the process or method by which 

something such as a test is done 

方法論 

15 bias n 

the tendency to believe that certain 

groups are better than others and should 

be treated differently 

偏袒 

16 state v to say or write something in a formal way  陳述 

17 intelligence  n 
the ability to think about and understand 

things  

智力，智慧 

18 standardize  v 
to change things so that they have same 

qualities  

使標準化 

19 subject  n 
a person or an animal that is used to 

study something  

實驗對象 

20 personnel  n 
the people working for a company or an 

organization  

職員 



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 9_ The Different Forms of Satire  

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 peculiar a strange or unusual  奇怪的 

2 literary a relating to literature  文學的 

3 folly n foolish or illogical behavior 愚蠢的行為 

4 skit n a short comedic performance  幽默短劇 

5 dispute n an argument or disagreement  爭執 

6 contemporary a happening in recent times; modern  當代的；現代的 

7 inconsequential a not very important or significant  不重要的 

8 distinguish v 
to show how one thing is different from 

another  

區分，分辨 

9 wit n 
the intelligent use of language for 

humorous effect 

（說話的）幽默風趣 

10 mock v 
to criticize someone in a humorous but 

mean way 

嘲笑 

11 gender equality exp 
the idea that men and women should 

be treated equally 

性別平等 

12 
hold someone up 

to ridicule 
exp 

to make fun of someone or something 

to point out their flaws 

戲弄… 

13 hypocrisy n 
behavior that does not match with what 

someone claims to believe 

虛偽 

14 sarcasm n 
the use of words that are the opposite 

of what you mean to insult someone 

諷刺，挖苦 

15 institution n 
a custom or practice that has existed 

for a long time 

制度；習俗 

16 commentary n a criticism or explanation of something  評論 

17 self-interest n 
interest in yourself without caring about 

other people  

私利 

18 cast n all the actors in a movie or play  全體演員 

19 blend A with B  v  to mix two or more things together  （使）混合 

20 greed  n 
a strong desire to have more money or 

power than you need  

貪婪，貪慾 

 



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 10_ Natural Factors Influencing Development  

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 appreciable a considerable or substantial  可觀的 

2 at a disadvantage exp unable to compete equally  處於劣勢 

3 conversely ad on the other hand; oppositely  相反地 

4 maritime a relating to the ocean and ships  航海的 

5 renewable a able to be used over and over  可再生的 

6 temperate a not too hot or too cold; moderate  溫和的 

7 squalor n very bad or unpleasant conditions  骯髒 

8 landlocked a surrounded by land with no coast  內陸的 

9 exploit v to treat unfairly or take advantage of  剝削 

10 coincidence n 
something that occurs by accident or 

chance  

巧合，碰巧的事 

11 reserve n 
a supply of something not needed 

immediately  

儲備 

12 afford v 
to provide someone with something; to 

offer  

提供；給予 

13 merit n 
the characteristic of being good, useful, or 

beneficial; worth 

優點 

14 tropical a 
describing areas with warm climates near 

the equator 

熱帶的 

15 hinder v 
to slow down the process of development 

of something 

阻礙，妨礙 

16 rigorous  a done carefully; thorough  縝密的 

17 fertile a 
describing a land that can produce crops 

or plants  

肥沃的 

18 navigable  a 
used to describe a river, lake, etc. that is 

deep and wide enough for ships to sail on  

可通航的 

19 equator  n 
an imaginary line around the middle of the 

Earth  

赤道 

20 orderly  a organized in a careful way  井然有序的 

 

 



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 11_ The Eurasian Eagle-Owl 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 dwell v to live in a place  居住 

2 keen a acute; very developed  敏銳的 

3 striking a capturing one’s attention  引人注目的 

4 opportunistic a taking advantages of opportunities  機會主義的 

5 suit v to be appropriate or suitable for  適合 

6 formation n something that is made or formed  組成方式 

7 mortality n the death of a person or animal  生命的有限 

8 bird of prey exp  a bird that hunts small animals for food  猛禽 

9 settlement n a place where people have come to live  定居地 

10 wingspan n 
the total length of a bird’s wings when fully 

open 

翼展 

11 reintroduce v 
to bring back to a previous state or place; to 

restore 

恢復 

12 marsh  a 
an area of wet land that is soft and has a lot 

of grass 

沼澤 

13 encroach v 
to move into an area gradually that is outside 

normal limits 

逐步侵犯 

14 perch n 
to sit on something high above ground; a 

place where a bird sits 

高處;（鳥的）棲息處 

15 electrocution n 
the state of being shocked or killed by a large 

amount of electricity 

觸電死亡 

16 atop  pre  at the top of; on top of  在…之上 

17 altitude  n 
the height of something from the ground or 

above sea level  

海拔 

18 wooded  a covered with trees  長有樹木的 

19 capable  a able to do things very well; competent  有能力的 

20 sheer  a 
used to emphasize the size or degree of 

something 

完全的 

 

  



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 12_ The Works of Louis Pasteur 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 deleterious a damaging or harmful  有害的 

2 lethal a able to cause death; deadly  致命的 

3 consistently ad always the same; steadily  始終如一地 

4 plummet v to decrease very rapidly or noticeably  暴跌 

5 vat n a large container used for holding liquids  大桶 

6 validation n proof that something is true or correct  證實 

7 eradicate v 
to remove or destroy something 

completely  

根除；消滅 

8 spoilage n the process or result of rotting or decaying  腐敗;損壞 

9 seize upon phr v to take advantage of something quickly  大加利用 

10 instrumental a 
very important in causing something to 

happen 

起作用的 

11 attribute to phr v 
to say that something is the result of 

something else 

將…歸屬於（某人） 

12 serendipitous a 
lucky in finding something beneficial by 

accident or chance 

湊巧的 

13 immunity n 
the power to keep yourself from being 

infected by a disease 

免疫 

14 sterilize v 
to clean something by removing all the 

germs or bacteria 

為…消毒 

15 microbe n 
a tiny living organism that can only be 

seen with a microscope 

微生物 

16 infection  n the act of causing a disease  感染 

17 prestigious  a respected and renowned  有聲望的 

18 vaccination n 
the act of giving someone a shot to stop 

them from getting a disease  

接種疫苗 

19 smallpox  n 
a serious disease that causes fever, leaves 

marks on the skin, and often causes death   

天花 

20 fungus n 
a type of living things like plants without 

flowers that live on dying things  

真菌 

 

  



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 13_ The Difficulty of Predicting Earthquakes 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 abnormal a unusual or bizarre  反常的；異常的 

2 prohibitively ad too much; excessively  
（價格等）使人望之卻

步的 

3 impending a about to happen soon  即將發生的 

4 shift n a change or alteration  改變；轉移 

5 seismic a of or relating to an earthquake  地震引起的 

6 elusive a difficult to find or discover  
難以描述（或找到、達

到、記起）的 

7 diagnostic a related to identifying a problem  用於判斷的 

8 tremor n the moving or shaking of the ground  輕微地震 

9 geological a relating to the study of the Earth  地質學的 

10 crust n the outer or topmost layer of the Earth  地殼 

11 odds n 
the chances or likelihood of something 

happening 

可能性，機會 

12 precursor n 
an event that shows another event is going 

to happen 

先兆，前兆 

13 magnitude n 
a measurement of the power or intensity 

of an earthquake 

重要性;震級 

14 install v 
to put something such as machine 

somewhere for it to be used 

安裝 

15 landslide n 
a large mass of rocks and soil that 

suddenly moves down a mountain 

山體滑坡，塌方 

16 overwhelm v to cover something completely; to flood  （水）淹沒，覆蓋 

17 implement v 
to make something such as a plan start to 

work; to carry out  

實施，實行 

18 withstand  v 
to be strong enough not to be damaged 

by something    

經受；承受 

19 strengthen  v to make something stronger  增強 

20 in advance  exp  before something happens; beforehand  預先，提前 

 

  



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 14_ Writing Styles Around the World 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 formalize v to make something official 使成為正式 

2 composition n a short piece of writing 作文 

3 markedly ad noticeably or obviously 顯著地 

4 layout n the organization of something 佈局 

5 hone in on phr v to focus more on over time 全神貫注於… 

6 choppy a not flowing smoothly; disconnected 波浪滔滔的 

7 concession n an admission of a mistake or flaw 讓步，妥協 

8 peripherally ad 
not as the main or important part of 

something 

次要地 

9 linear a 
going from one thing to another in a 

direct way 

直接的 

10 thesis n 
the sentence in an essay that expresses the 

main idea 

論題；論點 

11 linguist n 
a person who studies languages and how 

they are used 

語言學家 

12 subordination n 
a part of a sentence that acts as a noun, 

adjective, or adverb 

從屬的 

13 premise n 
a basic theory or idea about what 

something is or how it works 

假定，前提 

14 digression n 
the act of talking about something that is 

unrelated to the main point 

離題 

15 spiral n 
a continuous curved line that goes around 

a central point 

螺旋形 

16 approach n a way of dealing with something  方法 

17 rigid  a not easily changed; strict  不易改變的 

18 discrete a separate or individual  獨立的 

19 reasoning  n 
the process of thinking about something 

logically to make a decision  

推理 

20 govern  v to control the way something is done  支配；控制 

 

  



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 15_ 3D Printed Organs 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 in its infancy exp at the beginning stages  在初期 

2 fuse v to grow together or join  結合 

3 emulate v to try to be like something  效仿 

4 arrange v 
to put something in a particular 

position  

安排 

5 recreate v to make something again; to reproduce  使再現；再創造 

6 develop v 
to start to have something such as a 

disease  

患上 

7 tissue n 
the material that makes up a living 

creature  

組織 

8 implant n 
something added to the body through 

surgery  

（手術中）植入，移植 

9 run into phr v 
to experience something such as 

difficulties  

遭遇麻煩 

10 replacement n 
something that takes the place of 

another thing  

更換，替換 

11 rectify v 
to make a wrong situation become 

right; to correct 

糾正 

12 cell culture exp 
a group of cells growing in an artificial 

environment 

細胞培養 

13 speculate v 
to think about something and to make 

guesses about it 

猜測 

14 kidney n 
the organ that removes waste products 

to clean the blood 

腎臟 

15 transplant n 

an operation in which an internal organ 

of someone is replaced with one from 

another person 

移植 

16 integrate v to combine two or more things  使合併 

17 internal a existing in your body  體內的 

18 in time exp at the right time; not late  及時 

19 get into  phr v 
to become involved in an unpleasant 

situation 

陷入(惡劣境地)) 

20 reject  v 
to have a bad reaction to a transplanted 

organ   

排斥 

 



Reading Voyage EXPERT 2 Vocabulary List  

Unit 16_ Ocean Zones and Their Characteristics 

No Words  Meaning Chinese 

1 locate v to find where something is  發現…的位置 

2 virtually ad nearly, almost, or practically  幾乎 

3 penetrate v to go through or into something  穿透；滲入 

4 remainder n 
the rest or what is left over from 

something  

剩餘部分 

5 volume n the amount of space something takes up  體積；容量 

6 term  v 
to give something a particular name or 

meaning  

把…稱為 

7 pocket n 
a small area in which something different 

is located 

小塊地區（或團體、部

分） 

8 detritus n 
pieces that are left when something 

breaks, falls apart, etc. 

廢棄物，垃圾 

9 ecosystem n 
all the living things that reside in a 

particular environment 

生態系統 

10 coastal a 
referring to areas on the edge of a land 

near the ocean 

沿海的 

11 diversity n 
the state of having many different types or 

kinds of something 

多樣化 

12 vent n 
an opening through which air, steam, 

water, etc. can escape 

通風口 

13 illumination n 
light that shines into a place, from 

something, etc. 

光，照明 

14 camouflage v 

to hide something by making it hard to 

see or by making it look like things around 

it 

掩飾；偽裝 

15 hospitable  a 
having an environment that makes it easy 

for plants and animals to live in 

適合成長的 

16 biodiversity n 
the existence of a wide variety of plants 

and animals in a particular area   

生物多樣性 

17 adaptation  n 
a change in a plant or animal that makes it 

suitable for a certain environment 

適應 

18 unlit  a having no lights; dark 昏暗的 

19 startling  a astonishing or surprising 驚人的 

20 wealth  n a large amount; an abundance  財富 

 


